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Power of GodsTM: Hades is a deeply immersive slot and the God of the Dead has 
the power to wow all players who dare to spin the burning reels of this new 
Wazdan slot! The game invites players to cross the Styx river and enter the 
underworld in the thrilling Hold the Jackpot bonus round, where mighty Hades 
helps players collect massive wins up to a whopping 5000x player’s bet! 

This dark and superbly designed 5-reel slot offers 243 ways to win and 
Cascading Reels for extra win potential� For the first time, when using the Buy 
Feature players are allowed to choose the Volatility LevelTM of the bonus round� 
Massive cash prizes buried in the depths of the never-ending darkness are 
waiting for those who dare to enter the underworld where the fires burn and 
lost souls roam! 

        

Game Title:

Game type:

Game features: Hold the Jackpot bonus, Sticky Bonus symbol, 
Wild, Gamble Feature, Buy Feature

Reels / Ways to Win:

RTP:

Volatility:

Min bet:

Max win:

Unique Wazdan Features:

Supported Platform:

Languages:

Supported OS:

Currencies:

Markets:

Power of GodsTM: Hades

Slot Games

96�08%

Volatility Levels™ (Low, Standard, High)

All currencies & cryptocurrencies

0�1 EUR

5 / 243

5000x bet
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The Hold the Jackpot bonus is triggeered by 6 Bonus symbols� Once players venture into the blazing depths of the underworld, they have to collect five types of 
Bonus symbols� Extremely hot Fire symbols award prizes ranging from 1x to 10x, 12x, and 15x player’s bet� Sizzling Blue Fire symbols further increase the heat by 

accumulating all values from Fire and Blue Fire symbols� Jackpot symbols make the hellish flames flicker and award corresponding Mini, Minor, and Major Jackpots� 
Mystery symbols bring even more excitement while transforming into Fire, Blue Fire, or Jackpot symbols� Finally, there are new powerful Hades Mystery symbols 

that guarantee a Jackpot win, as they can only transform into Mini, Minor, and Major Jackpot symbols� Filling up all 15 reels with Bonus awards the Grand Jackpot of 
3000x player’s bet, but players also keep other wins from the Bonus symbols, as all prizes are summed up at the end of the bonus round for an impressive total win�

Hold the Jackpot
Popular bonus round with new Bonus symbols
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Sticky Bonus Symbol
Sticky Bonus symbols stick to the reels for 5 re-spins, increasing the chances of activating 
the Hold the Jackpot bonus round�

Jackpot Symbols
MINI, MINOR and MAJOR Jackpot symbols may randomly appear during the Bonus Game 
and award corresponding Jackpots� Multiple Jackpots of the same type may be won during 
the Bonus Game�

Fire Symbol 
Fire symbols award prizes ranging from 1x-10x, 12x and 15x player’s bet�
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Mystery Symbol
Mystery symbol can transform into Fire, Blue Fire or Jackpot symbols� Mystery symbols open 
one by one at the end of the Bonus Game�

Hades Mystery Symbol 
Hades Mystery can only transform into MINI, MINOR and MAJOR Jackpot symbols� Hades Mystery 
symbols open one by one at the end of the Bonus Game�

Blue Fire Symbol 
Blue Fire symbol accumulates all values from Fire and Blue Fire symbols�
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Wild Symbol 
Wild symbol substitutes for all symbols except for Bonus symbols�
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Unique Gamble Feature
Want to double your win? Try your luck in our Unique Gamble 
Feature! You can do it up to 7 times!

Buy Feature
Not a big fan of waiting for your favorite bonuses to appear? 
With our Buy Feature they will happen at your wish!
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Volatility Levels™ 
With our slots you can enjoy freedom of choice! Control your 
gameplay with three Volatility Levels™�

Ultra Fast Mode
In a hurry for Big Wins? Choose Ultra Fast Mode and enjoy 
a rapid and exciting game!

Big Screen Mode 
Enjoy the bigger picture with larger reels view that fills the 
entire screen!

Find out more about Unique Wazdan Features here�

https://wazdan.com/en/unique-wazdan-features
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Explore the benefits 
of Cash Drop
This intuitive promo tool boosts players’ experience and increases 
KPIs� What`s more, Cash Drop can be launched on every Wazdan`s 
game without any integration�

Want to find out more? 
Check out all about the Cash Drop promo tool here�

https://drop.wazdan.com/
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Dare to spin the burning reels of Power of GodsTM: Hades 
and Hold the Jackpot!

PLAY DEMO

https://wazdan.com/lp/power-of-gods-hades-sales/index.html

